
Men's ski jacket NORTHFINDER-MYLO-590-steelbluered

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
S 780133 8584153387611 1 ks
XXL 780137 8584153387659 3 ks

Suggested retail price: 199.99 € s DPH

Description

Men's jacket by Northfinder brand.  The men's ski jacket has a modern look in a two-tone combination and excellent
functional properties. The ski jacket has a tight fit with fine stitching. The jacket for men has a warm filling made of
3D fibers like down, which will provide you with excellent thermal comfort. The hybrid construction combines two
materials. The upper one is stronger and more durable, which protects the exposed parts. The lower, more pliable
material ensures comfort when moving, which is also helped by the pre-formed sleeves with adjustable cuffs with
velcro.

The men's ski windbreaker fastens with a YKK zipper lined with a windbreak. The men's jacket is sufficiently
breathable, which allows you to be active without unnecessary sweating. The 10,000mm waterproof membrane
allows you to play sports even in adverse windy conditions with rain. The water-repellent DWR treatment without
PFC compounds ensures that raindrops do not soak in, but run off. If necessary, the men's waterproof jacket has
vents on the sides that are used to regulate heat.

The windbreaker for winter has a practical hood with drawstrings and a high collar that will protect you from the
cold and wind. The quilted jacket has multiple exterior zip pockets. Two main ones on the sides and another on the
sleeve and chest. A practical mesh pocket is also inside. As a matter of course, the Northfinder jacket also has a
practical snow belt with three snap fasteners. The winter windbreaker has taped seams. In this winter jacket, you
are fully prepared for winter or skiing!

Product details:

windbreaker for the winter for men
trendy quilting
two-color design
tight fit
warm synthetic filling
excellent thermal comfort
double material for better comfort and durability
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breathable
zipper ventilation holes
hood with drawstrings
high collar
fastening with a YKK zipper with a protective flap against the wind
practical outer zip pockets
inner mesh pocket
preformed sleeves with adjustable Velcro cuffs
snow belt with snaps
taped seams
DWR treatment without PFC by merging
water resistance: 10,000 mm
breathability: 10,000 g/m2/24h
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